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=  g and to set p
1
= p+ q=2, p
2
=  p+ q=2
(q is total momentum of a pair, p is momentum of one

































. Further we shall write the self{consistent equa-





minimum principle of the thermodynamic potential and
procedure of block diagonalization [8], one can express


























































































































































































is chemical potential, which should be determined










) = %; (9)
% is density of symmetric nuclear matter. As follows from
























), plays the role of the quasiparticle exci-
tation spectrum. In the considering case the spectrum
is four{fold split due to 1) nite superuid momentum






To obtain the closed system of equations for the quan-
tities  and , it is necessary to set the energy functional
of the system. In the case of symmetric nuclear matter
with TS and ST pairings of nucleons the energy func-







FL amplitudes [6, 13]. Then one can obtain








































































being the mass of a bare nucleon.
Further for obtaining numerical results we shall use the
Skyrme eective interaction. In the case of Skyrme forces































































;  are some phenomenological constants,
characterizing the given parametrization of Skyrme
forces (we shall use the SkP [10], SkM

[14] potentials).





































and the eective chemical potential  should be deter-
mined from the normalization condition (9). Besides,





























The normal distribution function f
00
in turn depends on
the quantity 
a
and, hence, expression (17) represents
an equation for determining the quantity 
a
. Since the
second term in Eq. (17) is proportional to the scalar prod-










is some eective mass.























































































































































































































Eqs. (18){(21) describe two{gap superuid states of
symmetric nuclear matter with moving condensate and









6= 0 (ST pairing) as some
particular cases. We shall analyze Eqs. (18){(21) using




are not equal to zero only in a narrow layer near the Fermi
surface: j
s
j  ;   "
F
(further we set  = 0:1"
F
).









) from the superuid
momentum at zero temperature. We begin our analy-
sis with nding one{gap solutions of the self{consistent
equations. Results of numerical determination of the en-
ergy gap are presented in the Fig. 1a. It is seen, that
a general tendency is quite clear: at low superuid mo-
menta the energy gap retains its constant value and then
rapidly decreases and vanishes at some critical point.
This means, that one{gap superuid states with moving
condensate will disappear at large enough superuid mo-
menta. However, for TS pairing of nucleons, interacting
via SkM

eective potential, the phase curve has an inter-
esting peculiarity, namely, the energy gap demonstrates
nontrivial double{valued behavior in the region, where
it sharply falls. Such behavior diers from the ordinary
one{valued behavior of the energy gap, as, e.g., in the
case of TS pairing and SkP eective interaction. To un-
derstand this dierence, we have determined the eective
mass m

as a function of superuid momentum, Fig. 1b.
For the SkP potential the mass m

is equal to the bare
mass m
0
of a nucleon practically for all superuid mo-
menta. Unlike to this behavior, the eective mass m







































FIG. 1: Energy gap (top) and eective mass m

(bottom)
vs. superuid momentum for dierent types of pairing and





potential rapidly decreases close to the re-
gion of phase transition to the normal state. Since the
massm

enters into Eqs. (18){(21) only through the ratio
q=m

, descent of the eective mass leads to the increase
of the eective shift between the centers of proton and
neutron Fermi spheres, on which the paired proton and
neutron lie. This gives the possibility to the appearance
of the second solution for the energy gap. According to
Eq. (13), the parameter e
0
of the normal FL amplitude
U
0
determines the sign before the sum in the l.h.s. of
Eq. (21), and, hence, determines whether the mass m

will be greater (if e
0
< 0) or less (if e
0
> 0), than the
bare mass m
0





> 0 while for the SkP potential
e
0
< 0, that explains the dierence in the behavior of the
eective mass for these two forces. However, diminishing
behavior of the eective massm

does not guarantee that
the energy gap will have two{valued behavior as a func-
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c
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b
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c
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